ENFORCER REPORT
Case No: MHJD-Q12022-02

Date: 0247022.M03

Reporting Officer: Judge Dredd

Prepared By: Servitor Angelus 51/6 Prizt

Incident: Prisoner escort through the illegal Fighting Pits within Echo Falls. Criminal element detected in vicinity: Abyssal
Bondsmen - Slaver scum. While escorting a high value politician to through the hives, MHJD-01 encountered members of
Abyssal Bondsmen laying in ambush to assassinate him. Warnings to back down and comply were met with hostile fire.
Suspects sustained serious injuries. MHJD-01 were able to evacuate the politician while taking light injuries.

Detail of Event:
While escorting politician Jud Cruze through the illegal Fighting Pits in Zone 55-b of Echo Falls, MHJD-01 came under assault by
members of the Abyssal Bondsmen. They were attempting to assassinate the politician and kill any judge in the process.
Members of their gang were spread throughout the facility to try and catch any escape route taken.
MHJD-01 split into two teams, Dredd leading Solomon and Griffin on the west flank, Kruger leading Logan and newcomer
Ramos on the east flank*. Mr. Cruze was initially assigned to Krugers squad until security cameras showed their flank to
have heavy resistance waiting. Requests to stand down and surrender were issued by Dredd by connecting to the zones local
PA system but were ignored and met with shouts and threats of violence (CRIME: Code14/Section10 - Incitement to Crime.
SENTENCE: 6 months in cubes upon capture).
As Kruger’s squad advanced the enemy could be seen in the upcoming rooms, stealth not being something they were
remotely capable of. Judge Logan fired a warning shot from his grenade launcher, pinning some of the enemy in the room but
causing no serious injuries. At this point Mr. Cruze was sent to join Dredd’s squad in anticipation of lighter resistance ahead
for them.
Scum from the gang attempted to rush Kruger’s squad but was met with a well placed man stopping round by Judge Ramos,
seriously injuring the ganger.** (CRIME: Code02/Section01 – Assault on a Judge. SENTENCE: 10 years in cubes upon
capture). Before Ramos could advance to subdue the ganger, another member came screaming into room, Judge Kruger was
able to intercept and push them back and hitting them with his shock stave. (CRIME: Code02/Section01 – Assault on a Judge.
SENTENCE: 10 years in cubes upon capture). While still reeling from the sudden assault, a massive pit fighter came
screaming into the room obviously fueled by illegal drugs (CRIME: Code20/Section02 –Possession of Narcotics. SENTENCE: 3
years in cubes upon capture) to continue the assault on the squad. Judge Kruger took a powerful hit to the head causing him
a serious injury and knocked him unconscious for the remainder of the encounter.*** (CRIME: Code02/Section01 –
Assault on a Judge. SENTENCE: 10 years in cubes upon capture). Judge Ramos was also knocked out by the same pit fighter but
was lucky to sustain no serious injuries in the process. (Additional 10 year sentence added).
Meanwhile on the west flank Dredd’s squad advanced up the quiet main hall, keenly aware of the shouts and gunfire heard
nearby by their own squad and knowing the gangers would soon descend on them as well. A large slaver fired his harpoon gun
at Dredd before he could get to cover, hitting him in the shoulder and knocking him down. (CRIME: Code02/Section01
– Assault on a Judge. SENTENCE: 10 years in cubes upon capture). Luckily it was only a flesh wound and he was able

to recover and return fire at the now cowering perp. Dredd and Solomon advanced while firing to keep his head down until a
well-placed grenade from Judge Logan on the east flank delivered a serious enough injury to neutralize the threat.****
Judge Logan was soon the only squad member left on the east flank as the pit scum were starting to scramble to the west to
stop Dredd from securing Mr. Cruz. The slaver big fattie assumed to be the leader charged Judge Logan which began a longlasting struggle in close combat for far longer than any judge should have held out against such a monster.(CRIME: Code02/
Section01 – Assault on a Judge. SENTENCE: 10 years in cubes upon capture). Time and again the slaver slammed
his massive chain axe into his shield and tried to disarm him with a whip, but Logan held on while taking flesh wounds all
the while. He held until the bitter end when the scum finally broke and ran after his entire gang had already fled before
him.***** Judge Logan has earned a mention in dispatches for this heroic effort.
Meanwhile Dredd and Solomon grabbed Mr. Cruz and made haste to the east exit. Another pit slave was quickly dispatched in
the doorway. (CRIME: Code13/Section04 – Obstruction of Justice. SENTENCE: 3 months in cubes upon capture). As
Dredd and Solomon were checking the status of the down slave, a final pit fighter armed with a rusty autogun jumped
out from behind the wall. Amazingly, it was Mr. Cruz with a quickdraw on his las-pistol that dropped the drokking scum
before either judge could raise a weapon. While the slaver lay quivering, a psi build up could be felt coming from him. Itchy
skin, the taste of metal in the mouth. (CRIME: Code08/Section01 – Unprescribed use of Psionics. SENTENCE: 2 years
in cubes upon capture). Realizing the impending danger Dredd quickly unloaded directly into him with his bolter. While he
survived by some miracle, the perp was arrested and dragged out for interrogation by Psi Div.
Dredd’s squad was able to extract Mr. Cruz and in turn secure the illegal Fighting Pits to shut it down from any future use.
Summary:
Fighting Pits secured. Abyssal Bondsmen suffered heavy injuries and fled the scene. 1 ganger arrested and brought to Psi Div.

*,**,***,****,***** - see attached CTV footage for reference

